<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10:00am - 11:00am | **Registration**  
Arrival tea and coffee                                        |
| 11:00am - 12:30pm | **Keynote: Climate Change, population flows and the urban challenge**  
Professor Andrew Ross, Professor of Social and Cultural Analysis, New York University, "Lessons from the World’s Least Sustainable City" |
| 12:30pm - 1:30pm | **Lunch**                                                     |
| 1:30pm - 3:00pm | **Parallel sessions (three concurrent)**                      |

**Population debates**
- Rob Cover, Associate Professor, Communications and Media, School of Social and Cultural Studies, The University of Western Australia.  
  *Big Australia and its Others: The Changing Discourse of Population, Sustainability and Infrastructure*
- Simon Noble, Gender and Cultural Studies, University of Sydney.  
  *Minds, Bodies and Labour: Population Growth and its Discontents*
- Laurence Troy, School of Geosciences, University of Sydney  
  *Sustaining what city?*

**Governing carbon and urban form**
- Robyn Dowling, Department of Environment and Geography, Macquarie University; Pauline McGuirk, Centre for Urban and Regional Studies, University of Newcastle; Harriet Bulkeley, Professor, Department of Geography, Durham University, UK.  
  *Governing carbon in the Australian city: local government responses*
- Michael Grosvenor, Urban Research Centre, University of Western Sydney.  
  *Does urban form influence sustainable behavior?*
- David Bissell, Lecturer, College of Arts and Social Sciences, The Australian National University.  
  *Agitating cities: diagnosis, intervention and the ‘problem’ of urban mobilities*

**Governing and democracy**
- Crystal Legacy, Research Associate; Carey Curtis, Professor, Urban and Regional Planning and Michael Neumann, Professor, City Futures Research Centre, Faculty of Built Environment, University of New South Wales.  
  *Using deliberation to negotiate the urban change process*
- Nicole Cook and Joe Hurley, School of Global Studies Social Science and Planning, RMIT University; Elizabeth Taylor, Faculty of Architecture Building and Planning, University of Melbourne.  
  *Developing participatory planning approaches in the context of higher density housing in Australian cities*
- Lyn Carson, Professorial Fellow, School of Humanities and Communication Arts, University of Western Sydney.  
  *Whoops, we forgot to ask how residents what cities should be like!***

---

*Governing City Futures Program as of 23 May 2012 (subject to change)*
### Afternoon tea

#### Parallel sessions (three concurrent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sociality and urban spaces</strong></th>
<th><strong>Indicators</strong></th>
<th><strong>Urban imaginaries</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kaye Shumack, Associate Professor in Design and Visual Communication University of Western Sydney.  
*Urban Community Gardens – know your neighbors (or not) - public space and public life*  
Helen Wilson, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Wollongong.  
*A most difficult land release*: planning West Dapto  
Helen Armstrong, Professor-Emeritus of Landscape Architecture, Queensland University of Technology, Adjunct-Professor, Institute for Culture and Society, University of Western Sydney.  
*Re-enchanting industrial landscapes* | John Hartley, Professor of Cultural Science and Director of the Centre for Culture and Technology (CCAT), Curtin University in Western Australia; Jason Potts, Principal Research Fellow at the CCI, QUT; Trent MacDonald, Research assistant, CCI and PhD student, School of Economics, University of Queensland.  
*The CCI Creative City Index (CCI-CCI) is a new approach to the measurement and ranking of creative global cities*  
Tim Baynes, Graham Turner, Tira Foran and Thomas Wiedmann, Ecosystems Sciences Division, CSIRO.  
*The impact of future population growth, distribution and climate change on urban metabolism in Australia*  
Vicky Sowry, Program Manager, Australian Network for Art & Technology (ANAT) Adelaide.  
*ECOLOGY: Making Sense of Data* | Craig Bremner, Professor of Design, Charles Sturt University.  
*Timing city futures v. locating future cities*  
Jane Bringolf, Project Manager, Liveable Communities with Council on the Ageing NSW (COTA NSW) and the Urban Research Centre, University of Western Sydney.  
*The role of urban form in sustaining an ageing population*  
Rebecca Williamson, Sociology and Social Policy, University of Sydney.  
*Reimagining the multicultural suburb in the consolidated city* |

<p>| 5:00pm | Conclusion of Day One |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00am – 10:30am | Plenary: Urban consolidation - what can be done?  
Professor Michael Neumann, Professor of Sustainable Urbanism, University of New South Wales  
Good City Process |
| 10.30am-11.00am | Morning Tea                                                             |
| 11.00am - 1.00pm | Parallel sessions (two concurrent)                                       |
| Density: Urban consolidation | Olivia Chetkovich and Reena Tiwari, Associate Professor, Department of Architecture and Urban Planning, Curtin University of Technology.  
Yes? No? To Residential Infill and High Density Living  
Linda Blagg, Sustainability Policy (CUSP) Institute, Curtin University.  
Politics and Hope in a Digital World: Fremantle's journey towards density and sustainability  
Tira Foran and Rachael Williams, CSIRO Ecosystem Sciences, Social and Economic Sciences Program.  
Building more compact cities: insights and challenges from Canberra and Melbourne  
Lara Tanswell, School of Architecture, Queensland University of Technology.  
The formation of a ‘Creative Ecology’ in Australian inner-city areas through Culture-Led Urban Regeneration: A case study of ‘Renew Newcastle’ |
| Cultural economy and sustainable urbanism | Chris Gibson and Justin O’Connor: Culture and Manufacture  
Andrew Warren; Making things.  
Chantel Carr and Chris Gibson: Creativity, Skill and Manufacture  
Xin Gu and Justin O’Connor: Cultural industries and manufacture in Shanghai |
| 1:00pm-2:00pm | Lunch                                                                   |
| 2:00pm - 4:00pm | Parallel sessions (two concurrent)                                       |
| Urban sprawl: the peri-urban and land politics | Kerry Bartlett, Chief Executive Officer, Western Sydney Regional |
| City futures after the creative cities debate | Stuart Cunningham, Director, ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative |
## Organisation of Councils Ltd (WSROC).
*Governing city futures in Western Sydney*

Dushko Bogunovich, Associate Professor of Urban Design, Department of Architecture and Matthew Bradbury, Senior Lecturer, Landscape architecture, Unitec, Auckland

**Resilient Sprawl: An Alternative Auckland Plan**

David Bennett, Founder Shaping Suburbia, Director 6D Environments, Architect and co-Chair of the Australian Institute of Architects NSW Sustainability Committee.

*Shaping suburbia: a model of adapting low density suburbs to become exemplar sustainable Places*

Susan Luckman, Associate Professor, School of Communication, International Studies and Languages & Hawke Research Institute, University of South Australia.

*Locating the ‘Creative Class’ in Peri-Urban Development and Sea-Change Lifestyles*

---

| 4:00pm - 4:15pm | **Afternoon tea** |
| 4:15pm – 5:30pm | **Closing plenary – The Politics of Urban Consolidation**
George Morgan, Senior Lecturer, School of Humanities and Communication Arts and Institute for Culture and Society, University of Western Sydney (Chair)
Senator Scott Ludlam, Greens Senator, Western Australia
Associate Professor Jago Dodson, Urban Research Program, Griffith University, Queensland |

---

| 5:30pm | **Conclusion of Day Two** |

---

Industries and Innovation, Queensland University of Technology.

**Beyond the production/consumption divide in creative cities discourse**

Terry Flew, Professor, School of Media, Entertainment and Creative Arts, Creative Industries Faculty, Queensland University of Technology.

**Suburban Creativity: Challenging Locational Orthodoxies**

Mark Gibson, Associate Professor, School of Journalism, Australian and Indigenous Studies, Monash University.

**Creative Cities and the Suburbanisation of International Migration: The Case of Cosmopolitan Dandenong**

Arielle Spratt and Alex Ward, School of Architecture, Queensland University of Technology.

**Developing Creative Clusters IN A LOW-DENSITY CITY – A case study of BRISBANE, Australia**